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1. INTRODUCTION 

The project aims to support both inclusion in sport for youth with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), 
contributing to enhance equal access to and equal opportunities in sport, and social inclusion through 
sport, enhancing the inclusive participation in society of young people on the autism spectrum.  

According to European Disability Strategy 2010-2020, sport and physical activities can not only improve 
general wellbeing but it can also develop social skills and sociability and increase self-esteem, helping 
young people with autism to benefit from participating in society and increase their autonomy. 

 

 

2. BEST PRACTICES 

The present Handbook: Innovative inclusive practices focusing on ASD, based on sport activities, constitutes 
an action designed that seeks to identify these good cases and innovative approaches applied or tested 
worldwide that will assist all relevant stakeholders to support effectively inclusion in sport for youth with 
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), contributing to enhance social inclusion and autonomy of Youth with 
Autism. 

Best practices were identified by desk research, interviews and round table meetings with key stakeholders 
reaching this way every possible source of information. 

The cases provide a rich and useful source of ideas that can be applied in order to address the benefits that 
young people with ASD can obtain through their participation in sport activities in an effective way.  

The cases include anything that contributes or aims at fostering of children with ASD in sports, improving 
the understanding and the importance of sports for all in practical ways.  

 

The identified best practices were categorized under the following pools: 

• ERASMUS+ Sports project 

• National project 

• Program 

• Activity 

• Campaign 

• Multimedia 

 

The graph below summarises the practices included in each category. 

The presentation though- with a distinctive colour per category- helps the reader to go straight to the 
chapter that addresses the issue of interest. 
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Graph 1: Categories of best practices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Alive and Kicking (Greece, Spain, France, Portugal)

•IKONS (Belgium, Austria, Hungary, Romania,, Italy)
ERASMUS+ Sport project

•Filippide Project (Italy)

•Sport for all (Sweden)

•Progetto Aita (Italy)

•A.S.D. Onlus – Autismo e Società (Italy)

•Progetto “Sport per Tutti” (Italy)

•Progetto “Il filo dal canestro” (Italy)

•Let’s get a move on (Italy)

•Autism Sports (California)

National project

•PAO BC Academy ASD (Greece)Program

•JumpBall of Love (Greece)Events

•Beckomberga swimming and sports (Sweden)

•Caprifolen (Sweden)

•Haworth Riding for the Disabled (UK)

Activity

•Autism & Sports | 60 MINUTES SPORTS (the USA)Multimedia

•Autism Friendly Football (UK)Campaign
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Category: ERASMUS+ Sport project 

 

Title  
 

Alive And Kicking 

Period of realization 2018 - 2019 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.)  
 

ERASMUS+ Sports project 

Web Address  
 

https://alive-kicking.org/ 

Administering Organisation  
 

E.PSY.ME – Eteria Psyhokinonikon Meleton 
 

Contact Details  
 

Dionysios Serras, projectmanager@alive-kicking.org 

Costas Boutsis, administrativesecretary@alive-kicking.org 

Address: 33 M. Mpotsari Str, 18648, Drapetsona, Piraeus 
GREECE 
Phone: (+30) 210 4635391 

Country of Origin  
 

Greece 

Other countries participating  
 

Spain, France, Portugal 

Partners involved 
 

8 partners: EPSYME, MARGARITA VTC, National and 
Kapodistrian University of Athens, Pan-Hellenic Association of 
Adapted Activities “ALMA”, Universidad Europea de Madrid, 
Université de Lorraine,  ARCIL, Amfidromo Chorotheatro (A.C.).  
24 scientists 
358 participants 

Summary of initiative/good practice 
 

Alive & Kicking for intellectual disability is a project based on 
the humanitarian values of E.PSY.ME aided by the knowledge 
provided by Sport Psychology and its beneficial impact on 
people’s lives. Professionals that take part in this project come 
from various academic disciplines, and have all come together 
under one shared goal: to make an impact in the lives of young 
people with intellectual disability. The group sets up sport 
clinics for young people with High-Functioning Autism and 
intellectual disability in a sporting environment. Work will be 
implemented on the areas of affirmation and self-talk, arousal, 
anxiety and stress, confidence, consistency, focus and 
concentration, goal setting, motivation, team building, and 
cohesion. The above areas will be thoroughly and professionally 
tailored to the needs of each specific individual. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 
 

Young people with High-Functioning Autism and intellectual 
disability in a sporting environment. 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 
 

People affected by intellectual disability need to take charge of 
their lives through the development of initiative. The project’s 
main objective is to promote voluntary activities in sport, 
together with social inclusion, equal opportunities and 

https://alive-kicking.org/
mailto:projectmanager@alive-kicking.org
mailto:administrativesecretary@alive-kicking.org
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awareness of the importance of health-enhancing physical 
activity through increased participation in, and equal access to, 
sport for all. 

Affirmation and self-talk, arousal, anxiety and stress, 
confidence, consistency, focus and concentration, goal setting, 
motivation, team building, and cohesion. 

This project attempts to manifest that perceived competence, 
autonomy and relatedness influence intellectually disabled 
individuals’ level of intrinsic motivation (IM) in sports and in 
everyday life in general. 

In the context of SDT, social-contextual supports of the basic 
psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and 
relatedness are considered essential to motivation and 
psychological growth in any domain (Ryan, 1995). 

Development of Webinar for the “ABC Coaching Intervention 
Manual”, an intervention to promote the motivation to engage 
in physical activity with individuals with an intellectual 
disability. The intervention is not a prescribed coaching protocol 
but involves education about the principles of self-
determination theory and activities designed to encourage the 
development of context-specific coaching behaviours that 
promote the satisfaction of the three basic needs. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  
 

none 
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Title  IKONS: INCLUSIVE KARATE: A NEW PERSPECTIVE TO DECREASE 

SEDENTARY LIFESTYLE AND INCREASE SELF-CONFIDENCE IN 

DOWN SYNDROME) 

Period of realization 2019-2021 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.) 

ERASMUS+ SPORT project  

Web Address  

 

https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-

vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g 

and 

https://www.facebook.com/IKONSPROJECT/?__tn__=kC-

R&eid=ARBhKMgagdVe8USVAlCuanAhJfH9SgjJmLPk5k7_7xzbCz

osVwkgF6ghaC4OVr2eyGxkdsJPyFgjAIep&hc_ref=ARTh5UitnBR

beW9ixvFd5Z8hl2eKk10UFnirOyDHXSCtGqjE6Y9evduFjWKGsBly

Jwg&fref=nf 

Administering Organisation  INCLUSIVE KARATE FEDERATION 

Contact Details  m.me/IKONSPROJECT  

http://www.ikons-project.eu 

Country of Origin  Belgium 

Other countries participating  The project represents a solid partnership of 5 European 

Member States: Austria, Belgium, Hungary, Romania, and Italy. 

Partners involved • INCLUSIVE KARATE FEDERATION 

• KARATE BREGENZ 

• I KARATE HUNGARY SPORTEGYESULET 

• FEDERATIA ROMANA DE KARATE 

• ISTITUTO EUROPEO PER LO SVILUPPO SOCIO ECONOMICO 
ASSOCIAZIONE 

• FEDERAZIONE ITALIANA JUDO LOTTA KARATE ARTI MARZIALI 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

The project intends to exploit the special role that sport can 

play for people with DS  as an important contribution towards 

social cohesion and more integrated societies, supporting the 

‘sport for all’ principle by increasing people with DS 

participation in sport at noncompetitive level and paying special 

attention to social inclusion in sports of disadvantaged groups. 

IKONS wants to involve people with DS in martial arts and in 

particular, karate. 

The main objectives of the project are: 

to promote and improve social inclusion of DS individuals 

through karate practice using a new approach (I-Karate Global-

https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.ikons-project.eu/?fbclid=IwAR1qShBYoisXSgiD-vWqfNRK-8NIjTzSZ_-gEFOtu9M1N3wzw9OHrLj8T4g
https://www.facebook.com/IKONSPROJECT/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBhKMgagdVe8USVAlCuanAhJfH9SgjJmLPk5k7_7xzbCzosVwkgF6ghaC4OVr2eyGxkdsJPyFgjAIep&hc_ref=ARTh5UitnBRbeW9ixvFd5Z8hl2eKk10UFnirOyDHXSCtGqjE6Y9evduFjWKGsBlyJwg&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/IKONSPROJECT/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBhKMgagdVe8USVAlCuanAhJfH9SgjJmLPk5k7_7xzbCzosVwkgF6ghaC4OVr2eyGxkdsJPyFgjAIep&hc_ref=ARTh5UitnBRbeW9ixvFd5Z8hl2eKk10UFnirOyDHXSCtGqjE6Y9evduFjWKGsBlyJwg&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/IKONSPROJECT/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBhKMgagdVe8USVAlCuanAhJfH9SgjJmLPk5k7_7xzbCzosVwkgF6ghaC4OVr2eyGxkdsJPyFgjAIep&hc_ref=ARTh5UitnBRbeW9ixvFd5Z8hl2eKk10UFnirOyDHXSCtGqjE6Y9evduFjWKGsBlyJwg&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/IKONSPROJECT/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBhKMgagdVe8USVAlCuanAhJfH9SgjJmLPk5k7_7xzbCzosVwkgF6ghaC4OVr2eyGxkdsJPyFgjAIep&hc_ref=ARTh5UitnBRbeW9ixvFd5Z8hl2eKk10UFnirOyDHXSCtGqjE6Y9evduFjWKGsBlyJwg&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/IKONSPROJECT/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBhKMgagdVe8USVAlCuanAhJfH9SgjJmLPk5k7_7xzbCzosVwkgF6ghaC4OVr2eyGxkdsJPyFgjAIep&hc_ref=ARTh5UitnBRbeW9ixvFd5Z8hl2eKk10UFnirOyDHXSCtGqjE6Y9evduFjWKGsBlyJwg&fref=nf
https://m.me/IKONSPROJECT?fbclid=IwAR3DWMGUu5GOycF0kMoVajrhKPy0R__V905CJ72YTmCHU5mwRri0nHVMBNs
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IKF approach), to improve physical conditions (motor skills, 

coordination, cognitive function), and activities of daily life in 

DS individuals through inclusive karate courses,  

to train karate coaches with specific skills in the participating 

countries in order to standardize the project approach and 

make it transferable and replicable also in other contexts and 

countries.  

The training will be organized using the train the trainers 

methodology in order to trigger a cascade effect and involve 

more operators in the sector. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) male and female individuals aged 15-40 with Down syndrome. 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

At present, karate is not widely participated in people with DS, 

whereas this discipline in this population could be helpful. 

Karate, for its nature, is a discipline capable to largely improve 

coordination, motor skills and also cognitive functions. 

Moreover, karate is well known for its educational role and for 

its ability to improve self-consciousness and self-efficacy. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

The target group could be a limitation of initiative/good 

practice. 

An increasing number of children with Down syndrome are 

being diagnosed as also having autism or autistic spectrum 

disorder (ASD). Autism is a complex disorder and children with 

the diagnosis do not all have the same symptoms or difficulties. 

There have been a number of recent studies reporting varying 

rates of autism among children with Down syndrome possibly 

because of different diagnostic measures and different 

numbers of children in the studies. These suggest that about 

16-19% of children with Down syndrome also have ASD and 

some 8-9% have autism, although some indicate higher rates. 

While there is now no doubt that children with Down syndrome 

can also have ASD, it is not clear that the pattern of symptoms 

that they show are the same as other children with ASD.  

Children with Down syndrome may also show behaviours 

associated with ASD even though they do not have ASD.  
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Category: National project 

Title  Filippide Project (Progetto Filippide) 

Period of realization 2002 - ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

Project 

Web Address  http://progettofilippide.com/ 

Administering Organisation  

 

ASSOCIAZIONE SPORT E SOCIETA' - PROGETTO FILIPPIDE PER 

L'AUTISMO E LE MALATTIE RARE  

Presidente: N. Pintus 

Vice Presidente: R. Paesani 

Direttore Centro Pilota di Roma: L. Biasillo 

Relazioni Internazionali: G. Paccarie 

Contact Details segreteria@progettofilippide.com 

Country of Origin  Italy 

Other countries participating  - 

Partners involved 

 

Comune di Roma, CIP, Ospedale Pediatrico “Bambino Gesù”, 

CONI, FISDIR, FIDAL Lazio, Podistica Solidarietà 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

The ‘Progetto Filippide’ (Filippide project) is a project to 
promote sports activities among people with autism in Italy. 
This initiative also aims to foster the social inclusion of people 
with autism and other intellectual disabilities through sports. 

ECAP project has represented, during its implementation, an 
excellent practice, which increase, on one hand, awareness on 
the role of sport in promoting social inclusion and health-
enhancing practices and, on the other hand, participation in 
sports with a focus on grassroots sports such as track and field 
running and swimming.  

As its first objective, the ECAP project has aimed at increasing 
awareness on the role of sport in promoting social inclusion and 
health-enhancing practices, and as its second objective, the 
ECAP project has increased participation in sports with a focus 
on grassroots sports such as track and field running and 
swimming.  
Both the institutional and communication relationship, and the 
training part, have successfully achieved the qualitative and 
quantitative results. 

Through the planned activities, ECAP allowed for the first time 
in Europe to give a concrete meaning and public dimension to 
the sporting paths of dozens of athletes with autism. At 
individual level, ECAP indeed increase levels of participation in 

http://progettofilippide.com/
mailto:segreteria@progettofilippide.com
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physical activities. Local, regional and national organisations 
dealing with the disability sport sector are widespread in 
Europe, before ECAP just involved local participants in physical 
activities and help performing sports through training or 
competitions. 

The project aimed to increase participation in quality sports in 
all segments of society, supporting the ‘sport for all concept’. By 
encouraging participation in track running and swimming 
activities of all citizens, the project has identified the entire 
society as its main target, thus promoting the idea of sport as a 
human right. The idea has been particularly valid when 
referring to intellectually disabled people, who took part in 
non-exclusive sport competitions (open to all athletes).  
Moreover, ECAP has strongly encourage volunteering in sport 
activities and it has favoured recognition of new practices, 
identifying the contribution of sport to social inclusion.  

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.)  athletes with autistic syndrome (no age limit) 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

With the aim of raising awareness on the intellectual disability 
path in sport activities, the ECAP project has developed the first 
European sport event dedicated to autistic syndrome; so far a 
similar event does not exist within the EU. The main 
characteristic of this action has involved a great number of 
athletes with autistic syndrome. The Filippide project 
experienced a different sport methodology, preventing autistic 
athletes from highlighting their impairments, as they are 
motivated by given priorities and sport objectives.  
The ECAP project has strongly impacted on different targets: 
For young athletes with autistic syndrome, ECAP allowed to: 
• challenge their difficulties to interact with other social groups 
during sport training sessions, yet enhancing verbal and non-
verbal communication skills 

• strengthen their sport abilities rather than focusing on their 
impairments, as they will take part in targeted training schemes 
finalised at sport competitions 

• Improve physical condition 

 

The project has performed the following activities: 
 

• Run for Autism,  

• Swimming cup, 

• ECAP opening ceremony, 

• Autism Multisport day training athletes for swimming, 

• Running and  

• Sailing  
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Sport training activities targeted at the needs of autistic 
athletes. 
‘Progetto Filippide’ has organised a sports competition aimed at 
young people with autism, which was held in Rome, Italy, in 
November 2015. The ‘European Competition for Autistic 
People’ included a swimming competition and the ‘Run for 
Autism’ race, consisting of a 2.5 kilometre walk and a 10 
kilometre run.  

The project is supported by the Municipality of Rome’s 
Department of Social Policy and Department V Handicap Office. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  none 
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Title  Sport for all 

Period of realization N/A 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

Project 

 

Web Address  

 

https://attention.se/idrottforalla/ 

 

Administering Organisation  

 

Attention.se 

Contact Details  

 

Email: lena.lindahl@attention.se  

Phone: 08-120488 24 

Country of Origin  Sweden 

Other countries participating  - 

Partners involved The project is a national collaboration projects, but will be 
implemented through two pilot municipalities of Huddinge and 
Botkyrka. Other partners are the Stockholm Sports Federation 
and other special sports federations. 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

Sport for all is a three-year project aimed at children and young 
people with NPF increasingly be able to participate in sports 
activities and associations. The main aim is children and young 
people with NPF clearly included in the sports world, by finding 
new forms of cooperation, activities and training schedules. 

A sports programme that involves differently abled children to 
participate in activities involving physical exertion.  

The activities can take multiple forms, likely including, soccer, 
running, training and so on. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

Children and adolescents with ASD aged 10-16 years old. 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

The main learning areas will involve learning how sports can 

affect people with Autism, and how they come together and 

find ways to socialize and connect in smaller, less prejudicial 

groups. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  Limited reach, potentially limited dissemination 

 

 

 

https://attention.se/idrottforalla/
mailto:lena.lindahl@attention.se
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Title  

 

Progetto Aita  

Period of realization 2001-ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.)  

project 

Web Address  

 

http://www.progettoaita.com/  

Administering Organisation  

 

Association Progetto Aita Onlus  

 

Contact Details  

 

info@progettoaita.com  

President: Luigi Mazzone 
Vice President: Diego Filadelfo Mugno 
Secretary: Irene Aliguò 

Country of Origin  

 

Italy 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

Fondazione Milan, Ogni Sport Oltre, CIP, FIS, Per Noi Autistici 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

The association Progetto Aita Onlus was founded in 2001, to 
provide support to children and young people suffering from 
neurodevelopmental disorders, especially from autism 
spectrum disorder. The name of the "AITA" Association 
derives from the archaic Italian and etymologically indicates 
the spirit of "AIUTO". Sport for Progetto Aita is the essential 
element for achieving important goals, such as the integration 
and inclusion of people with disabilities. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

Children and adolescents 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

The objective of Progetto Aita Onlus is to support the 
specialized structures in Child Neuropsychiatry and to propose 
recreational and social initiatives, to improve the quality of life 
and the therapeutic pathways of children and their families. 

The commitment is aimed at the realization of projects that 
encourage socialization and integration, science and 
knowledge, awareness on the territory, in terms of child 
disability. 

Currently the association proposes the realization of its own 
Summer Camp initiative, summer camps for disabled children, 
in various 13 Italian cities, namely Catania, Rome, Milan, 
Naples, Syracuse, Sciacca, Bari, Turin, Viterbo and Catanzaro. 

 It offers swimming, tennis, football, athletics, fencing, 
climbing and dance lessons. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

none 

http://www.progettoaita.com/
mailto:info@progettoaita.com?__xts__=
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Title  

 

A.S.D. Onlus – Autismo e Società 

Period of realization 2011-ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.) 

 

project 

Web Address  https://www.autismoesocieta.org/  

 

Administering Organisation  Autismo e Societa Onlus Association 

 

Contact Details  

 

President: Cristina Calandra 
Vice President: Massimo Aureli 
Scientific Director: Lucio Moderato 
Professional Counsellor: Maria Emilia Seira Ozino 

349 7158035  

info@autismoesocieta.org 

 

Country of Origin  

 

Italy 

Other countries participating  - 

Partners involved 

 

Gianfranco Vitale; ASL TO 1 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

The Association was founded in 2011 with the aim of 
launching a broad and significant action on autism, locally and 
nationally.  

The Association has the following general aims:  

- create attention, knowledge and profound competence on 
autism;  

- stimulate the creation of integrated services and competent 
structures for autism;  

- guaranteeing fundamental rights: people with autism must 
be enabled to grow, to learn, to develop autonomy and 
independence according to their abilities;  

- ensuring a quality life for autistic people and their families; 

 - eliminate the discrimination suffered by people with autism 
in the insurance field.  

 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) Children and adolescents 

 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

The A.S.D. Autism and Sport Onlus was born in Turin in 2011 
with the aim of launching structured sports activities for 
people with autism. Autism and Sport identifies structured 
sports as the functional tool for physical well-being, the 
acquisition of specific training techniques, the enhancement 

https://www.autismoesocieta.org/
mailto:info@autismoesocieta.org
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of potential and the improvement of the personal autonomy 
of people with autism. Autism and Sport Onlus has activated 
swimming and running lessons open to all people with autism 
of all ages and severity. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  None 
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Title  

 

Progetto “Sport per Tutti” 

Period of realization 2012-ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.)  

 

project 

Web Address  

 

http://www.tieniamente.it/sport-per-tutti/  

Administering Organisation  

 

Association TAM - Tieni A Mente  
 

Contact Details  

 

President: Fabio Matascioli 
Secretary: Antonio Improta 
 

342 844 07 49 

info@tieniamente.it 

 

Country of Origin  

 

Italy 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

Parrucchieri “D’Aprea”, Arosushi, IB, Dorian Gray, Simel Care 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

The Sport per Tutti project, with the support of the Ministry of 
Equal Opportunities, was born from the development of the 
Sportiva Mente project, carried out by the TAM Association - 
Keep It Mind for five years now. 
The objective of the project is to offer children with autism 
spectrum disorders the opportunity to engage in sports with 
other peers. 
This with a view to bringing children with relational and 
behavioral disabilities, and their families, to live moments of 
normal life in contexts that "normally" would be complicated 
to attend. 

The Ass. TAM - Tieni A Mente offers  tennis courses and 
summer camps. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

Children and young people aged 6 to 20 years 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

The mission is to meet the needs of people who are in a state 
of psychological, emotional and social distress by offering 
them support. 
 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

none 

 

http://www.tieniamente.it/sport-per-tutti/
mailto:info@tieniamente.it
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Title  

 

Progetto “Il filo dal canestro” 

Period of realization 2003-ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.)  

 

project 

Web Address  

 

http://www.filodallatorre.it/index.php/il-progetto  

 

Administering Organisation  

 

Association Il Filo dalla Torre ONLUS  
 

Contact Details  

 

President: Dario Sepe 
Coordinator: Fortunata Folino 

 3355778869 

info@filodallatorre.it  

Country of Origin  

 

Italy 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

Centro Commerciale “Roma Est”, Ipermercato Panorama, 
Fondazione “Umana Mente” 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

The Il Filo dal Canestro Project - Basket, Autism and Disability - 
was born in 2003, with the aim of being able to offer people 
with autism the chance to live in the peer group a sports 
experience through basketball, thanks to the methods 
provided by the PEIAD approach (Autism and Disability 
Integrated Educational Project). 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

Children all ages 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

Basketball is particularly suitable for working with children and 
autistic children, due to a series of characteristics inherent in 
the game itself. 

First of all it is an intuitive sport, so every person who comes 
close to this game, even just for the first time, can understand 
what the goals are and, therefore, can play, or follow a game 
without having any special knowledge. 

Basketball is a team sport that takes place "face to face" and 
puts players in contact with each other, creating a lot of 
dynamism and movement, but at the same time maintaining a 
structural order, a fundamental aspect of children’s practical 
commitment with difficulty. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

None 

 

 

 

http://www.filodallatorre.it/index.php/il-progetto
mailto:info@filodallatorre.it
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Title  Let’s get a move on 

Period of realization 2010 - ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

project 

Web Address  

 

https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf (page 

12) 

Administering Organisation  

 

Atletica Roma Acquacetosa sports club 

Contact Details  

 

N/A 

Country of Origin  

 

Italy 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

The project operates with the support of the Gruppo Asperger 

onlus and CulturAutismo onlus. 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

Since 2010, the ’Let’s get a move on’ project in italy has been 
increasing the social inclusion of children and adults with 
autism through sports. 

Based in Rome, the project engages children and adults with 
autism who are in need of a low-level of support in athletics 
training and team sports like rugby, basketball and football. 

The project holds training sessions in an athletics stadium in 
Rome once a week, conducted by trained staff and a 
psychologist. In the training sessions, the athletics and sports 
activities are adapted to meet the specific needs of the 
participants. The participants are divided into two groups 
according to their age, with each group including both males 
and females. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) children and adults with autism 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

The project aims to assist the participants to gain a wide range 
of basic motor skills and to help them to develop more complex 
coordination skills. In addition, the participants improve their 
cognitive skills such as attention maintenance, memory, 
teamwork and cooperation skills, the ability to assimilate 
information from different sensory channels, and the ability to 
solve tasks and problems by using appropriate strategies. 

https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf
https://www.autismeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/small_LINK.62.BAT_.UK_.pdf
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The project also aims to increase the communication skills of 

participants. Training sessions include activities designed to 

encourage participants to make verbal requests and respond to 

requests from team mates within sports games and activities. 

Participants are also encouraged to express their needs, desires 

and moods, as well as to hold conversations with one another. 

They also learn relaxation techniques to assist them to better 

manage their emotional states and increase their tolerance for 

frustration. These techniques can also help to reduce the 

physical symptoms of emotional states such as anxiety, panic or 

physical stress. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

None 
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Title  Autism Sports  

Period of realization N/A 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

 

project 

Web Address  

 

https://www.prismsports.org/UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-

Achar-8.pdf 

Administering Organisation  

 

University of California 

Contact Details Suraj Achar, MD and Nam Trinh, BS 

Sachar.md@gmail.com 

Nam_trinh24@Hotmail.com 

Country of Origin  

 

California 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

- 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

Using team sports as a behavioral intervention allowed the 

project to provide instruction beyond physical exercise. 

“Team sports improve communication, confidence, and 

listening skills, while competition provides an innovative way to 

introduce an analysis of consequences for the participants. Our 

study was a cohort of four children with mild ASD and 6 

children without ASD recruited to participate in a spring and 

summer basketball league in San Diego. Mild ASD was defined 

as children who are mainstreamed in a typical classroom (with 

or without aide support) > 75% of the time. Our children were 

aged 8 to 9 years. The study participants participated in up to 6 

hours of basketball play per week. 

We recruited a professional coach to lead our team through 

two seasons of basketball lasting five months. To begin our 

study, we posted flyers detailing our project at local recreation 

centers to advertise and recruit our athlete participants ranging 

from ages eight to nine. We selected the first ten athletes, so 

our participants were not randomized.” 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) children aged 8 to 9 years old 

https://www.prismsports.org/UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-Achar-8.pdf
https://www.prismsports.org/UserFiles/file/AM17-eposter-Achar-8.pdf
mailto:Sachar.md@gmail.com
mailto:Nam_trinh24@Hotmail.com
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Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

Benefit of Team Sports on Children with Autism: 

“We believe that improvements in communication, perspective 

taking and social skills as noted in our study will lead to 

reduction in social and communication disorders secondary to 

ASD. Although we reached the null-hypothesis for motor skills 

data, our coaches believed that each player did have 

improvement in their coordination and athleticism. Moreover, 

our study provided a template, pilot study which highlighted 

proof of concept. It is possible to integrate child with mild ASD 

into team sports and play competitively. It is also possible to 

monitor motor skills and record evaluative data. Future studies 

can either confirm or disprove the null hypothesis for motor 

skills. Fortunately, the qualitative data from parents, coaches, 

and teachers is promising and needs to be further explored. In 

reflecting on our current methods, we found that allowing the 

athletes to reflect and communicate their self- and team-

analysis expedited the learning process of the participants. 

Reflection seems to be an important tool for this type of 

project.” 

Future Plans: “Our next goal is to expand our project to 

incorporate other sports like soccer or hockey. We also 

attempted to take language data but have been limited in 

evaluation of the data due to funding limitations. One of the 

immediate focuses in the future is to see if recording language 

data will be practical and worthwhile. Ultimately, the children in 

our league benefited from our study and enjoyed the 

camaraderie that ensued.” 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

None 
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Category: Program 

Title  
 

PAO BC Academy ASD 

Period of realization 2019 - lifelong 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.)  
 

 
program 

Web Address  
 

https://www.paobcacademy.gr/ 

Administering Organisation  
 

Panathinaikos basketball club 

Contact Details  
 

info@paobcacademy.gr 
 

Country of Origin  
 

Greece 

Other countries participating  
 

- 

Partners involved 
 

- 

Summary of initiative/good practice 
 

Panathinaikos basketball club has founded a special basketball 
school for children on the autism spectrum through the 
program PAO BC Academy ASD, announcing this initiative on 
Tuesday, April 2, 2019, which is World Autism Awareness Day. 

The school will provide specially-trained basketball coaches, 
psychologists and escorts while the training will always take 
place in the presence of a doctor. 

Through this program, the children with autism will have the 
opportunity to participate in a team sport, to socialise, make 
friends and play basketball. The training will be held at the 
Athens Olympic Stadium without any financial cost for the 
parents due to the support of Dole Hellas and Septona 
companies. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 
 

All children with ASD 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 
 

It is inconceivable that so many children (2.5% of the general 
population of Greece) are basically excluded from basketball. 
Basketball is for everyone and this program gives the 
opportunity to a sensitive social group to get in touch with the 
sport. 
Main focus is given in the socialization potential of children, as 
their participation in a group sports program is extremely 
beneficial for their social, emotional and cognitive 
development. 
Research has shown that participation of children with autism 
in a structured group sports environment has multiple benefits 
in the development of social skills and attitudes. 

https://www.paobcacademy.gr/
mailto:info@paobcacademy.gr
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Limitations of initiative/good practice  
 

None 
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Category: Events 

Title  
 

JumpBall of Love (Tzampol Agapis) 

Period of realization 2016 - ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 
multimedia, etc.)  
 

events  

Web Address  
 

https://tzampolagapis.gr 

Administering Organisation  
 

ΙΤsports organisation 

Contact Details  
 

Ioannis Tsoubris: 
+0030 6944 30 79 59  
tsoubrilo@hotmail.com 
 

Country of Origin  
 

Greece 

Other countries participating  
 

- 

Partners involved 
 

- 

Summary of initiative/good practice 
 

The purpose is to enhance participation in basketball with 
children with distinct abilities that face their own situations 
with Courage and Hope for a better world. It is now an 
institution and a team of Special Training for special education 
children. 
The philosophy of the match is similar to the Italian game 
"Baskin" but differentiated in its structure. 
It is carried out with joint participation by a sports club or 
basketball clubs, educational institutions, schools and 
institutions; or a social charity, for a particular charitable 
purpose. 
The trainings are conducted in collaboration with Special 
Schools and with Special Education Institutions. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 
 

Children all ages with Autism spectrum disorder 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 
 

"Jump Ball of Love" are basketball events, in which participate 
together children of basketball academies and special 
elementary schools. These events are dedicated to children 
with autism. 
At each event basketball court, there is also an exhibition with 
artistic creations of children, with the purchase of which will 
enhance future educational activities for children. 
Up to June 2019 have been organised 29 events. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  
 

none 

 

https://tzampolagapis.gr/
mailto:tsoubrilo@hotmail.com
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Category: Activity 

Title  Beckomberga swimming and sports 

Period of realization N/A 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.) 

activity 

Web Address  

 

http://www.stockholm.se/-

/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9

e69993&oversatt=  

Alternatively: 

https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-

trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-

som-bor-i-

gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,1570

0191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_

HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA  

Administering Organisation  The municipality of Stockholm 

Contact Details   info.beckomberga.idrott@stockholm.se 

Country of Origin  Sweden 

Other countries participating  - 

Partners involved - 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

Beckomberga swimming and sports hall is the center of 

Stockholm for handicap sports and therefore has good 

accessibility for people with disabilities. 

Their leaders are well-educated and have experience working 

with people with disabilities.  

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

For those who have NPF (Neuropsychiatric disabilities), age: 8-

12. 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

That people with NPF can engage in physical activities and 

social networking the same as others they just need some extra 

consideration as their emotions can be overloaded easier than 

the average person. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

none 

 

http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
http://www.stockholm.se/-/Serviceenhetsdetaljer/?enhet=13844911268043329583aa1aa9e69993&oversatt=
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=sv&sp=nmt4&tl=en&u=https://www.stockholm.se/KulturFritid/Simma-och-trana/Trana-inomhus/Information-aktivitet/Aktiviteter-for-dig-som-bor-i-gruppbostad/&xid=17259,15700021,15700043,15700186,15700191,15700253,15700256,15700259&usg=ALkJrhgLIWPy2MX6_HHCUx676qMTuFX5JA
mailto:info.beckomberga.idrott@stockholm.se
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Title  Caprifolen 

Period of realization 2005 - ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

 

 activity 

Web Address  https://www.caprifolen.se/ 

Administering Organisation  Caprifolen 

Contact Details   00735101640 (Maria Nilsson)  

Country of Origin  Sweden 

Other countries participating  - 

Partners involved - 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

Vaulting practice w/ Horses. 

Vaulting consisting of doing multiple tricks on horseback, 
including balance and proper form. 

They also do musicals and dance activities.  

Works with small groups of children with children via physical 
activity and provides a growing experience by keeping the 
groups small. Group work that suits everyone, regardless of 
their condition or skill level. Instilling team spirit and 
togetherness. 

Fun, creative, inspirational and motivational training. 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

Autistic children, ages 9-16 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

Physical activity can help autism via an enjoyable experience 

that helps them grow. Main point with Caprifolen is their 

approach of inclusive sports - able bodied and special needs 

children working and learning together. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

none 

https://www.caprifolen.se/
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Title  Haworth Riding for the Disabled 

Period of realization 2001-ongoing 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  
activity 

Web Address  

 

https://www.haworthrdag.co.uk/ 

Administering Organisation  

 

Haworth RDA 

Contact Details  

 

info@haworthrda.co.uk 

 

Country of Origin  

 

West Yorkshire, UK 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved - 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

“We offer people with physical and learning disabilities horse 
riding and stable management lessons throughout the year. The 
minimum age for our riders is four years old and we have no 
upper age limit. 

All lessons are led by qualified RDA group instructors and focus 
on learning in a fun and friendly way with the playing of games, 
riding to music and verbal interaction. We have access to a 
physiotherapist and have a Child Development Officer, both of 
which can custom fit riding plans to each individual rider’s 
needs ensuring maximum therapeutic benefit.” 

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) From 4 years old – no upper age limit for all levels of disability 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

Horse riding improves core strength, flexibility, suppleness of 
limb and develops fine and gross motor skills. In addition, the 
social interaction increases confidence, self-esteem and social 
skills. 

Getting disabled peple in the saddle enabling them to 
experience joys of riding what ever their age background or 
ability. 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  None 

https://www.haworthrdag.co.uk/
mailto:info@haworthrda.co.uk
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Category: Multimedia 

 

Title  Autism & Sports | 60 MINUTES SPORTS 

Period of realization 2016 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

 

multimedia 

Web Address  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hddik-CPJfc 

Administering Organisation  

 

SHOWTIME Sports 

Contact Details  

 

support@showtimeanytime.com 

 

Country of Origin  

 

The USA 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

- 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

60 MINUTES SPORTS correspondent Jon Wertheim reports on 

how daily sports and exercises benefit people with autism. 

  

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

children with autism 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

For decades, autism and sports have rarely mixed-- there were 

just too many things that could go wrong for most children on 

the spectrum. Today, new thinking is bringing sports and people 

with autism together in surprising ways. Jon Wertheim, SPORTS 

ILLUSTRATED executive editor and a 60 MINUTES 

SPORTS correspondent, reports on this new development for a 

story on the next edition of 60 MINUTES SPORTS, on 

SHOWTIME, and in an article he writes, to appear Nov. 1 on 

SI.com and in the Nov. 14 print edition of Sports Illustrated. 

Wertheim reports from the Boston Higashi School, a learning 

institution for children with autism, where sports and physical 

exercise are emphasized. Heather Katz, Higashi's director of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hddik-CPJfc
mailto:support@showtimeanytime.com
https://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwtv/tvshows/Sports-Illustrated
https://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwtv/tvshows/Sports-Illustrated
https://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwtv/tvshows/60-Minutes-Sports
https://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwtv/tvshows/60-Minutes-Sports
https://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwtv/tvshows/60-Minutes
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training, tells Wertheim what she believes the children, 80 

percent of whom have little or no verbal language, get from the 

activity. "We want the kids to be physically active because if 

they're physically active and they build up their body, that will 

also build up their mind," she says. "It helps them sleep better, 

it helps them eat better...all areas that children with 

autism...typically, have difficulties with." 

Dr. Wendy Ross who works with children who have autism in 

the Philadelphia area. She formed a fan program with the city's 

professional sports teams to provide opportunities for kids and 

their families to go to Phillies, Eagles, Flyers and 76ers games. 

It's rare, but there are some professional athletes with autism. 

Wertheim speaks to John "Doomsday" Howard, a mixed martial 

arts fighter who received his diagnosis just a few months ago. 

He tells Wertheim what he felt the moment a doctor suggested 

he might be on the autism spectrum: "That might explain a lot 

in my life. You know what, Doc? I'm going to go find out," he 

recalls. "Guess who's diagnosed - guess who's clinically autistic? 

John Doomsday Howard. Imagine that." 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

None 
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Category: Campaign 

Title  Autism Friendly Football 

Period of realization 2017 

Type (program, project, activity, events, 

multimedia, etc.)  

 

campaign 

Web Address  

 

https://www.autismwessex.org.uk/pages/32-autism-friendly-

football 

Administering Organisation  

 

Autism Wessex 

Contact Details  

 

enquiries@autismwessex.org.uk 

 

Country of Origin  

 

UK 

Other countries participating  

 

- 

Partners involved 

 

- 

Summary of initiative/good practice 

 

This campaign aimed to make football more autism friendly. It 
supported football clubs to make small changes that will make a 
big difference to anyone affected by autism.   

Group addressed (target group, ages, etc.) 

 

All children with autism 

Lessons learned relevant to SPID-AP 

 

“Autism is a lifelong, often hidden, condition that can affect the 
way that someone thinks, communicates and manages their 
senses. For someone with autism and their family, going to 
watch their favourite football team play can be overwhelming 
and stressful; the crowd, noise, smell and the uncertainty about 
what to expect. But like everyone else, watching football can be 
a brilliant experience, sharing the highs and lows with family 
and fellow supporters. People with autism should be given 
every opportunity to join in like everyone else.“ 

Limitations of initiative/good practice  

 

 

 

https://www.autismwessex.org.uk/pages/32-autism-friendly-football
https://www.autismwessex.org.uk/pages/32-autism-friendly-football
mailto:enquiries@autismwessex.org.uk

